PICTURE MONEY
Hi guys! Before i start with the whole e-book and stuff. I want to say thank you for
buying this super awesome e-book that’s going to make you $$$.
First off I wanna tell you guys that this way, if you do it legit, can make you loads of cash
without getting banned / suspended on any website. It’s just a cool way to earn money I
used to do a lot.

So basically what you’re going to do is …….
SELLING STOCK PHOTO’S!

If you don’t know what stock photos are, they are pictures you can buy to use on your
own websites, designs etc. So what we are going to do is 2 things.
1 = Making some badass pictures and sell them ( I did this and earned at least 300$ a
month autopilot if you just upload 100 pictures you will get autopilot $$$ )
2 = Using some not famous pictures from the internet and sell those! ( non copyrighted
pictures ) ( I do not recommend it because it can get you banned if you don’t do it right )

Oke I’m going to tell you how the two method works and how you can earn autopilot
money with it. If you don’t know how you can earn autopilot money with it here is a
little explanation:
You are going to post a lot of pictures, maybe like 20-30 or if you want hundreds.
Then when people search the picture on google / stock website then they will see your
picture and buy it. More you don’t need to do. I will give you some extra tips and tricks
in this tutorial to get you started and getting some good money !
So we have 2 methods as I said. To use those method first we need an account to stock
websites. Remember: more stock photo websites = more $$$
Oke how do we get an account? Well.. its easy.
Here is a tutorial on how to use the website iStockphotos.com , you don’t need to use
this website as they are hundreds of other website you can use! ( at the end of the
ebook you’ll see 3 extra bonus websites that means if you have 4 websites with all your
pictures you will get more and more costumers! )

1. First click on Register
2. Fill in your information ( real info! ) like email address etc.
3. Now when they ask tell us about yourself you’re going to choose I'm signing up
to become an iStock contributor

4. Click continue
5. Go to this page http://www.istockphoto.com/sell-stock-photos.php
6. Now you will see Apply to be a contributor, you can see 4 things : Photo’s,
Illustrations, Videos and Audio.
7. We are going to use photo’s, but you can always choose something else! Maybe
you have some master video editing skills or maybe some sick drawing skills!
You can sell it all.
8. Now you’ll see a very big tutorial, you can click on continue all the time and read
trough it but if you don’t have the time or your just being lazy just go to this link:
http://www.istockphoto.com/help/sell-stock/trainingmanuals/photography/prohibited-uses
9. Now click on Continue to application
10. Now you need to fill in your (real) Info for a private account. Just fill it in
11. As last choose the apply for contributor and then click save
12. Now we will see a long quiz, if you read it all you can just answer the questions if
you didn’t read it or just don’t know the answer even though you read it you can
go to the last page of this e-book to see the answers.
13. Now if you passed the quiz you’re last thing is to fill in the last information
14. When you’ve done that you need to show 3 samples so make some nice pictures
of your room or maybe of your cat or dog. Save them and send them to them. If
you use the risky way to get some pictures from the internet, you can always try
it, it worked for me but I don’t know if I was lucky or its just easy.
15. If you made the right pictures your application should be accepted and you are
able to earn $$$
16. Oke do all these steps but then on other sites, why? Because if you have like 5
websites where all your pictures are stored you’ll get more costumers and the
most nice thing of it is, you don’t have to do anything more. Just upload quality
pictures and then do nothing, you can upload every week, every day or every
month. But you can also just upload today and then never again.

Well….. That’s basically how you earn money!
The nice thing about this is, its legal and you can earn some nice money from it.
I started with some basic pictures and posted some of them and then I just didn’t
give a f***. But then at the end of the month I received a payment and earned some
nice 30$ for just posting 4 pictures! If you just make some badass pictures with your
camera or phone you’ll be making some real $$!

1. Files downloaded from iStockphoto (including yours once you pass this test) are
offered with a royalty-free license, which describes how the image can and cannot
be used: – TRUE
When iStock clients download an image they must first agree to our royalty-free
content license agreement.
2. iStockphoto images are downloaded under two different kinds of royalty-free
licenses: our “standard use” license, which allows for all kinds of commercial,
personal, and editorial uses, and our “editorial use only” license. – TRUE
iStock now has an editorial use only license in addition to our standard content
license agreement.
3. All recognizable faces in images with the standard use license require a model
release, including those in crowds: – TRUE
All recognizable human faces require a model release, including public areas,
crowds, self portraits and vintage photographs.
4. Logos are acceptable in wide angle photographs under the standard use license: –
FALSE
Any visible logo should be removed in royalty-free stock photography.
5. Identifiable design marks, such as the 3 stripes for Adidas or the Nike swoosh, are
allowed in images under the standard use license if the name is removed: – FALSE
All design elements that are recognizable to a company may also be protected by
trademark, and should always be removed for royalty-free stock photography.
6. Landmark buildings such as the Sydney Opera House require a property release to
be used in images offered with the standard use license: – TRUE
Famously recognized buildings and modern architecture may require a property
release. Questionable buildings should be researched prior to uploading.
7. A model release is required for a self portrait: – TRUE
All recognizable human faces require a model release, including public areas,
crowds, self portraits and vintage photographs.
8. The photographer can witness their own Model/Property Release: – FALSE
A model or property release cannot be witnessed by the photographter

9. A simple snapshot is acceptable; iStock does not require quality in composition: –
FALSE
The iStock collection is a selection of the highest quality, both creative and technical,
images submitted. Simple snap shots will not be accepted.
10. It is acceptable to protest a rejection in the iStock forums: –FALSE
To protest an image, it should always be addressed through “Scout”, located in the
Support section.
11. It is acceptable to copy the composition of another photographer`s work – FALSE
iStock respects the creative value of each original image and does not condone
mimicking the work of others.
12. Photographs should be upsampled or interpolated to the maximum XXL size: –
FALSE
iStock will not accept images that have been upsampled or interpolated above their
native resolution.
13. The above example contains: – COMPRESSION
Compression can be spotted in a photograph by the “chunking” of colors.
14. The above example is: – UNACCEPTABLE
Harsh light or distracting shadows unintentional to the composition will be declined
from the iStock collection.
15. The above example is: – UNACCEPTABLE
The use of noise reduction should never create a “watercolor” or overly smoothed
appearance.

WEBSITES YOU CAN USE TO :
http://www.alamy.com/
http://www.dreamstime.com/
http://www.bigstockphoto.com/fr/

EVERYTHING You JUST DID IS NOT ONLY FOR PICTURES BUT FOR AUDIO ,
ILLUSTRATIONS AND VIDEOS.! SO IF YOU HAVE NO PHOTOGRAPHY SKILLS BUT
SOME MASTER VIDEO SKILLZZZZZ WHY NOT?!

